This reference list is provided for the learning and convenience of students in my course on “Psychology in American Society and Culture.” It provides call numbers and library locations for sources that can be found in the University of Richmond libraries and indicates ‘NA’ when a source is not available at the University. Students may use Interlibrary Loan to acquire missing sources. In some cases involving journals that are unavailable, I have indicated that I have a personal copy, which could be duplicated by someone who wants it.
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**A. General Guides**

The following resources provide useful background information regarding scientific advances and social contexts, persons and institutions, concepts and methods, theories and practices, schools and traditions, trends and references that are relevant to the history of psychology, especially in the United States over the past two centuries, which is the focus of the course for which this list has been gathered.

BF431.A1 A39 1990

B41.B3


BF105.H5


BF109.A1 M6 1983 (also online)


BF199.H36 1999


Q125.C565 1996


BF31.P665 1988


NA


Journals Section


BF109.A1 S49 2004


H40.A2 I5 (Business Reference Section)

   H51.S56 1997

   NA

   BF95.S73

   D16.S864 1999

   BF108.U5 S77 1994

   BF81.A1 V56 1979

   BL53.A1 V36 1984


   BF81.A1 W373 1978

   Ref BF121.H1955 2003 (Reference Section)
   CB5.D52 (Reference Section)

   BF109.A1 Z85 (Reference Section)

   BF109.A1 Z85 1984 (Reference Section)

**B. Selected Textbooks and Major Overviews**

*The following are only a few representative textbooks and overviews of the history of psychology.*

   BF95.B6 1950

   BF95.F3 1996

   RC443.H57 1992

   NA (on order)

   BF108.U5 H54 1987

   BF149.C36 1992

   BF81.L4 [1980 ed.]


C. Readers

There are many anthologies that contain primary and secondary sources on the history of psychology. The following two readers are recent and useful. In the section below on “Specific References,” notice is given when cited articles and chapters are included in either or both of these two books.


D. Specific References

As extensive as it may seem, the following list is far from exhaustive, even regarding the portion of the history of psychology (and its larger social and cultural context) upon which this course is focused, namely, the history of psychology in the United States during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In a few cases, I have lumped a collection of articles together for convenience, using a citation of “…. et al.” to indicate multiple authors of multiple articles within a single issue of a journal.


Journal Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA

NA (I have a copy)

NA (in Benjamin reader)

Journals Section

Journals Section

NA

QP360.B487 2000

BF636.E84 1993

Journals Section

RC437.5 B468 1996

Journals Section
   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   Journals Section


   HD8072.S6163 2002

   LA227.1.B53 1976

   BF431 I2 1976

   Journals Section (also in Benjamin and Pickren & Dewsbury readers)

   BF671.B62 1984


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA


Journals Section


BF108.U5.E96 1984


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA (I have a copy)


Journals Section


Journals Section


  Journals Section

  RC455.4.S45 B87 1996

  NA

  NA

  NA

  NA

  Journals Section

  HQ792.U5 C432 1993

  NA

  NA
   RC443.C33 1998

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   Journals Section (in Benjamin reader)


   Journals Section

   NA (I have a copy)

   BF431.5.F8 C37 2007

   Journals Section

   NA (I have a copy)
   NA (I have a copy)

   Journals Section

   LB1131.C447 1988

   NA (I have a copy)

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   NA (I have a copy)

   NA

   Science Series Section

   Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA


Journals Section
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NA


HQ778.7.U6.C73 1993


JK468.P64.S63 2004


NA (I have a copy)

NA

NA (I have a copy)

NA

Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

NA

BF105.P79 1987

BF181.R57 1988

BF181.D27 1990

NA (I have a copy)
BF32.D36 1997

NA (I have a copy)

Q175.32.K45 B56 2000

BF868.D3 1971

BF204.D4 1991

Journals Section

NA

HM106.D37 1991

BF868.D36
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Journals Section

Journals Section


QL26.L43 1985


Journals Section (also in Benjamin reader)


Journals Section


Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)


BF11.U55 1996


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section
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NA (I have a copy)
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Journals Section

Journals Section

Journals Section

Journals Section

Journals Section

NA (in Benjamin reader)

Journals Section

RC480.8.D56 2001


NA (I have a copy)


NA (in Benjamin reader)


NA (I have a copy)

NA (I have a copy)


LB1051.M545 1954


BF108.U5.E96 1984


Journals Section


Journals Section


BF11.A68 1992


NA


Journals Section


BF636.E84 1993


Journals Section
BF431.F27 1987

Journals Section

Journals Section

BF103.T73 2001

Journals Section

Journals Section

BF108.U5.F3 1939

Journals Section

BF109.J28 F44 1984

NA (I have a copy)

HM251.R474


Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section


Journals Section

Journals Section

Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

Journals Section


Galison, Peter (2004). Image of self [regarding the development of the Rorschach test as a ‘technology of self’ that helped usher in, and reflects, a new view of the self]. In
N72.S3 T55 2004

BF311.G339 1985

BF173.F85 G377 1988

NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section

Journals Section

NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section

Journals Section

Journals Section

BF109.G5 A3 2002


   RC569.5.M8 H33 1998

   RC553.F83 H33 1998

   NA (I have a copy)


   BF173.F85 H318

   NA

   BF173.F85 H318 1995

   HF5845.C68 1989

   NA (I have a copy)

   Journals Section

Harré, Rom, Horst U. K. Gundlach, Alexandre Métraux, Andrew Ockwell, & Kathleen V. Wilkes (1985). Antagonism and interaction: The relations of philosophy to

Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)


NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section

Journals Section

H11.A793 H37

Journals Section

Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA


Journals Section


NA


BF181.R57 1988


Journals Section (also in Benjamin and Pickren & Dewsbury readers)


RC438.6.F76 H67 2000


Journals Section

Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


BF121.K54 1999


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA (I have a copy)


Journals Section


HT687.L37


HN65.L33 1978


BF697.L26 1984


Journals Section


Journals Section


BF311.M552 2005


BF311.M552 2005


E169.1.L48 1981


NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section


NA (I have a copy)


BF103.P76 1982


NA (I have a copy)


BF38.M428 1990


BF38.M428 1990


Journals Section (also in Benjamin and Pickren & Dewsbury readers)


NA (I have a copy)


Journals Section
NA (I have a copy)

NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section

Journals Section

NA (I have a copy)

NA (I have a copy)

NA

NA

NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section


NA (I have a copy)


Journals Section


Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury)


Journals Section


Journals Section


NA


Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)


Journals Section


NA (I have a copy)


BF181.R57 1988


HQ1075.M34 1990


Journals Sections


Journals Section


NA


NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section

Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

Journals Section


Journals Section

NA (I have a copy)

NA

NA (in Benjamin reader)

Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury)

BF199.O38 1985
BF1242.G7 O66 1985

Journals Section

BF105.P36 1997

Journals Section

BF639.P13

Journals Section

Science Journals Section

NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section

BF698.5.P38 2004

RC455.2.F35 P46 1996
   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   BF108.U5 I58 1997

   Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   Journals Section


Journals Section

NA

NA

Journals Section

Journals Section

Journals Section

HM251.R42 1999

Journals Section

Journals Section

NA

HQ1410.R67 1982

Journals Section

BF175.R672 1992


H53.U5 R67 1990

AZ505.O73

Q130.R68 1982

Q130.R683 1995

RC466.8.R68 1994

Journals Section

Journals Section


Journals Section


NA


NA


Journals Section


NA


NA


NA (I have a copy)


NA (in Benjamin reader)


NA

Journals Section


NA (in Benjamin reader)


NA (I have a copy)


NA


NA (I have a copy)


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Section
   NA (I have a copy)

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   NA (I have a copy)


   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   Journals Section

   GN365.9.S38 1987

   BF149.C36 1992
HN13.S45 1977


H53.U5 G45 1998


BF109.A1 S56 2002

HD8072.S6163 2002


NA (I have a copy)


Smith, Roger (1988). Does the history of psychology have a subject? *History of the Human Sciences* 1 (2): 147-178. NA (I have a copy)


   Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

   NA (I have a copy)

   BF103.T73 2001

   Journals Section

   NA (I have a copy)

   NA

   NA (I have a copy)

   NA (I have a copy)

   Journals Section

   NA (I have a copy)

NA


BF431.S7382 1990


NA (I have a copy)


NA (I have a copy)


NA


Journals Section


Journals Section


BF173.F85 S79


NA (I have a copy)


E169.1.W558 1977


E169.1.S9733 1984
BL53.T38 1999


BL2525.T39 1999

Journals Section

NA

Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)

BF149.C36 1992

Journals Section

NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section

NA


Journals Section


BF51.V57 1977


BF38.W35 1983


BF20.B43 1964


NA (I have a copy)


Journals Section


BF105.W35 2002


Journals Section


NA (I have a copy)


BF109.L37 W45 1999


Journals Section

Journals Section


Journals Section


NA (I have a copy)


NA (I have a copy)


BL53.W5185 2009


H53.U5 W5 1966


Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury)


NA


HM22.U5 W54


NA (I have a copy)


NA (I have a copy)

Journals Section (also in Pickren & Dewsbury reader)


Journals Section


BF76.45 D44 2004


NA


BF1125.W56 1998


Journals Section


Journals Section


Journals Sections


BF103.P76 1982


Journals Section


**E. Journals**

*Relevant articles can be found, from time to time, in most of the standard psychology journals and some of the standard history journals. The following journals regularly publish scholarly research on the history of psychology.*

*History of Psychology*

*Journals Section*

*History of the Human Sciences*

*Journals Section (from Vol. 15, No. 1 [2002] on)*

*(I have copies of all the missing issues.)*

*Isis*

NA

*(I have copies from Vol. 69, No. 245 [March 1978] on.)*

*Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences*

*Journals Section (from Vol. 38, No. 1 [2002] on)*

*(I have copies from Vol. 13, No. 3 [July 1977] on.)*

*Theory & Psychology*

NA

*(I have copies of all its issues.)*
F. Websites

Of websites, there is no end. The following are a few of the more obvious ones to consult. Websites for individual psychologists, psychologies, and psychological topics are also available and can be located through the regular internet ‘search engines.’

Advances in the History of Psychology
http://ahp.apps01.yorku.ca/

Archives of the History of American Psychology
http://www3.uakron.edu/ahap/

Cheiron: The International Society for the History of the Behavioral and Social Sciences
http://people.stu.ca/~cheiron/

Classics in the History of Psychology
http://psychclassics.yorku.ca

European Society for the History of the Human Sciences
http://psychology.dur.ac.uk/eshhs/

Forum for the History of the Human Sciences
http://www.fhhs.org/

History of Psychology Journal Site with Abstracts of all Past Articles
http://www.indiana.edu/~histpsy/

History of Science Society:
http://www.hssonline.org/main_pg.html

International Union of History and Philosophy of Science:
http://ppp.unipv.it/dhs/

Neuroevolution – Chronicling the Cognitive Revolution in Neuroscience:

Old Psychological Equipment
http://www.psych.utoronto.ca/museum/

Social Practice/Psychological Theorizing
http://sppt-gulerce.boun.edu.tr/

Society for the Psychology of Women Heritage Site
http://www.psych.yorku.ca/femhop/
Society for the History of Psychology (American Psychological Association, Div. 26)
http://www.histofpsych.org